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This presentation starts with two scenes 
featuring political leaders crying in con-
temporary, post-pandemic India, the In-
dian prime minister, Narendra Modi, and a 
key opponent of that time, peasant leader 
Rakesh Tikait. These scenes raise ques-
tions of performativity and authenticity, 
of truth and sincerity. The emotional (il) 
legibility of these scenes is compound-
ed by questions about the truth status of 
images in social media. Media forensics 
interrogates digital images for veracity, 
but evidence does not necessarily chal-
lenge prejudice or change opinion. So in 
addition to considering the truth and re-
ality status of images, we must reflect on 
the sway genealogies of their iconicity 
exercise.

Taking the iconic early film, DG Phalke’s 
Rajah Harishchandra (1913, 1917) and 
Kamal Swaroop`s 2013 essay film on 
Phalke, Rangbhoomi, this paper analyses 
the layered aesthetic of iconic power as 
it plays out in the sacred city of Banaras, 

which is also the electoral constituency 
of Modi. It does this through two concep-
tual registers: the mythopolitical, a sto-
ry world retailing cosmologies and origin 
stories from “olden times;” and melodra-
ma as a mode of excess gesturing to 
fraught transitions that unsettle subjects, 
social orders, and the sacred through the 
lens of victimhood, and a bid to arrive at a 
felt truth.  We trace two paths, one of the 
Rajah who gives up the world and falls 
into a state of abjection, the other a trium-
phalist melodrama of political marginali-
ty transcended and power achieved, the 
story of Narendra Modi and his distinctive 
imprint on the authoritarian populism of 
Hindutva. Both stories climax in the fu-
neral pyres of the sacred city of Banaras 
and a sustained regime of necropolitics.
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